
nOUbie Welcome centre meeting minutes    September 4th 2008.    

Present : Eshala,Paprika,Kickaha,Dom,Elsa,SmithB,Scathach,Schomer,Lambchop,Kerry, Becka 

1. The teleporter is still teleporting people to the wrong place. Help needs to be sought to 

resolve the problem as it is a problem the owner of the land is unsure how to fix. Becka will 

attempt to get some assistance. 

 

2. Suggestions where sought for new buddys to be put on the buddy board system. It was felt 

that there are currently not enough to have someone inworld all the time (at least at 

reasonable hours). Suggestions where sought for new buddys who wouldn’t have to be 

expert but would need skills in getting around and be fairly familiar with the island. As more 

and more people visit and spend time on the island, there will be a greater pool of people to 

choose from.  

 

3. It was felt that collecting some data about the activity on the island would be a good thing to 

do. Some data is already collected and published. This would allow us to see how well the 

facilities where being used and how improvements could be made. A lengthy discussion 

ensued regarding the pitfalls of collecting this data. Generally, it was accepted that as long 

as those entering the island where given notice (in a notecard say), that this data were being 

collected, it would be acceptable to do so. Some discussion was had about restricting access 

to just the nOUbie centre for those that don’t “sign up” to the group that offers them the 

notecard. This would be an acceptance that some of your activities would be monitored to 

enable improvements to be made. There were mixed feeling about the merits of such a 

scheme. Further discussion needs to be had.  

 

4. Scathach has written the article for Sesame. It has been posted on the wiki for comments. 

The final agreed piece will be passed to Elsa for approval.  

 

 

5. Kickaha’s and Scathach’s nOUbie help cards have been completed and these will be available 

for comment shortly. There is a new topic on the Schomebase forum for discussing these.  

As soon as they are agreed, they will be made available from the nOUbie centre as both 

display panels and downloads.  

 

6. No progress on the skills Audit but Becky hopes to have the details available by the next 

meeting.  

 

 

7. It has been agreed that the nOUbie centre can be used for other things. So the top floor has 

now been handed over to the Beagle 2 challenge group as a workshop. There will also be an 

art gallery for the art group shortly. Any idea for the remaining space would be welcomed.  



8. Elsa and Schomer would like to arrange a whole island meeting in the near future to discuss 

the future of Schomebase/Openlife. Some of the other issues around Sholokhov halls could 

be resolved at this meeting too. This will be arranged shortly.  

 

9. Discussion about the 3D teleporter idea for the nOUbie centre was postponed until the 

teleportation issues have been resolved.  

 

 

 

The meeting adjourned at approximately 22:05 BST.  

 

 


